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Bobrow Fundamentals Of Electrical Engineering
Microelectronic Circuits by Sedra and Smith has served generations of electrical and
computer engineering students as the best and most widely-used text for this required
course. Respected equally as a textbook and reference, "Sedra/Smith" combines a
thorough presentation of fundamentals with an introduction to present-day IC
technology. It remains the best text for helping students progress from circuit analysis
to circuit design, developing design skills and insights that are essential to successful
practice in the field. Significantly revised with the input of two new coauthors, slimmed
down, and updated with the latest innovations, Microelectronic Circuits, Eighth Edition,
remains the gold standard in providing the most comprehensive, flexible, accurate, and
design-oriented treatment of electronic circuits available today.
Basic Electrical and Electronics Engineering provides an overview of the basics of
electrical and electronic engineering that are required at the undergraduate level. The
book allows students outside electrical and electronics engineering to easily
The CRC Principles and Applications in Engineering series is a library of convenient,
economical references sharply focused on particular engineering topics and
subspecialties. Each volume in the series comprises chapters carefully selected from
CRC's bestselling handbooks, logically organized for optimum convenience, and
thoughtfully priced to fit
Here's the sure cure for CIRCUIT PARALYSIS! Need to learn circuit analysis but
experiencing some resistance in your brain waves? No stress! Circuit Analysis
Demystified will give you the jolt you need to understand this complex subject--without
getting your circuits crossed. In the first part of the book, you'll learn the fundamentals
such as voltage and current theorems, Thevenin and Norton's theorems, op amp
circuits, capacitance and inductance, and phasor analysis of circuits. Then you'll move
on to more advanced topics including Laplace transforms, three-phase circuits, filters,
Bode plots, and characterization of circuit stability. Featuring end-of-chapter quizzes
and a final exam, this book will have you in a steady state when it comes to circuit
analysis in no time at all. This fast and easy guide offers: Numerous figures to illustrate
key concepts Sample equations with worked solutions Coverage of Kirchhoff's laws, the
superposition theorem, Millman's theorem, and delta-wye transformations Quizzes at
the end of each chapter to reinforce learning A time-saving approach to performing
better on an exam or at work Simple enough for a beginner, but challenging enough for
an advanced student, Circuit Analysis Demystified will transform you into a master of
this essential engineering subject.
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus
to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual
schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID,
provided by your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering
products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not
be included when purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson; check
with the seller before completing your purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or
purchase a used book with an access code, the access code may have been redeemed
previously and you may have to purchase a new access code. Access codes Access
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codes that are purchased from sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being
either the wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to
purchase. -- For undergraduate introductory or survey courses in electrical engineering
A clear introduction to electrical engineering fundamentals Electrical Engineering:
Principles and Applications, 6e helps students learn electrical-engineering
fundamentals with minimal frustration. Its goals are to present basic concepts in a
general setting, to show students how the principles of electrical engineering apply to
specific problems in their own fields, and to enhance the overall learning process.
Circuit analysis, digital systems, electronics, and electromechanics are covered. A wide
variety of pedagogical features stimulate student interest and engender awareness of
the material's relevance to their chosen profession. NEW: This edition is now available
with MasteringEngineering, an innovative online program created to emulate the
instructor's office--hour environment, guiding students through engineering concepts
from Electrical Engineering with self-paced individualized coaching. Note: If you are
purchasing the standalone text or electronic version, MasteringEngineering does not
come automatically packaged with the text. To purchase MasteringEngineering, please
visit: masteringengineering.com or you can purchase a package of the physical text +
MasteringEngineering by searching the Pearson Higher Education website. Mastering
is not a self-paced technology and should only be purchased when required by an
instructor.
Divided into four parts: circuits, electronics, digital systems, and electromagnetics, this
text provides an understanding of the fundamental principles on which modern
electrical engineering is based. It is suitable for a variety of electrical engineering
courses, and can also be used as a text for an introduction to electrical engineering.
Written by an award-winning educator and researcher, the sixteen experiments in this
book have been extensively class-tested and fine-tuned. This lab manual, like no other,
provides an exciting, active exploration of concepts and measurements and
encourages students to tinker, experiment, and become creative on their own. This
benefits their further study and subsequent professional work. The manual includes selfcontained background for all electronics experiments, so that the lab can be run
concurrently with any circuits or electronics course, at any level. It uses circuits in real
applications which students can relate to, in order to motivate them and convince them
that what they learn is for real. As a result, the material is not only made interesting, but
helps motivate further study in circuits, electronics, communications and semiconductor
devices. EXTENSIVE INSTRUCTOR RESOURCES: * Putting the Lab Together is an
extensive resource for instructors who are considering starting a lab based on this
book. Includes an overview of a typical lab station, suggestions for choosing
measurement equipment, equipment list with relevant information, and detailed
information on parts required. This resource is openly available. * Instructor's Manual
includes hints for choosing lab TAs, hints on how to run the lab experiments, guidelines
for shortening or combining experiments, answers to experiment questions, and
suggestions for projects and exams. This manual is available to instructors who adopt
the book.
A manual on the basic concepts of electrical engineering includes discussions of circuit
elements, network theory, digital systems, and feedback control
This title is intended to present circuit analysis to engineering technology students in a
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manner that is clearer, more interesting and easier to understand than other texts. The
book may also be used for a one-semester course by a proper selection of chapters
and sections by the instructor.
Real-world engineering problems are rarely, if ever, neatly divided into mechanical,
electrical, chemical, civil, and other categories. Engineers from all disciplines eventually
encounter computer and electronic controls and instrumentation, which require at least
a basic knowledge of electrical and other engineering specialties, as well as associated
economics, and environmental, political, and social issues. Co-authored by Charles
Gross—one of the most well-known and respected professors in the field of electric
machines and power engineering—and his world-renowned colleague Thad Roppel,
Fundamentals of Electrical Engineering provides an overview of the profession for
engineering professionals and students whose specialization lies in areas other than
electrical. For instance, civil engineers must contend with commercial electrical service
and lighting design issues. Mechanical engineers have to deal with motors in HVAC
applications, and chemical engineers are forced to handle problems involving process
control. Simple and easy-to-use, yet more than sufficient in rigor and coverage of
fundamental concepts, this resource teaches EE fundamentals but omits the typical
analytical methods that hold little relevance for the audience. The authors provide many
examples to illustrate concepts, as well as homework problems to help readers
understand and apply presented material. In many cases, courses for non-electrical
engineers, or non-EEs, have presented watered-down classical EE material, resulting
in unpopular courses that students hate and senior faculty members understandingly
avoid teaching. To remedy this situation—and create more well-rounded
practitioners—the authors focus on the true EE needs of non-EEs, as determined
through their own teaching experience, as well as significant input from non-EE faculty.
The book provides several important contemporary interdisciplinary examples to
support this approach. The result is a full-color modern narrative that bridges the
various EE and non-EE curricula and serves as a truly relevant course that students
and faculty can both enjoy.
Today, most, if not all microelectronic circuit design is performed with the aid of a
computer-aided circuit analysis program. SPICE has become the industry standard
software for computer-aided circuit analysis for microelectronic circuits. This text is ideal
as a companion to Sedra andSmith's Microelectronic Circuits, Third Edition, but is also
a very effective stand-alone tutorial text on computer-aided circuit analysis using
SPICE.
CD-ROMs contains: 2 CDs, "one contains the Student Edition of LabView 7 Express,
and the other contains OrCAD Lite 9.2."
This book is designed based on revised syllabus of JNTU, Hyderabad (AICTE model
curriculum) for under-graduate (B.Tech/BE) students of all branches, those who study
Basic Electrical Engineering as one of the subject in their curriculum. The primary goal
of this book is to establish a firm understanding of the basic laws of Electric Circuits,
Network Theorems, Resonance, Three-phase circuits, Transformers, Electrical
Machines and Electrical Installation.
For courses in DC/AC circuits: conventional flow The Latest Insights in Circuit Analysis
Introductory Circuit Analysis, the number one acclaimed text in the field for over three
decades, is a clear and interesting information source on a complex topic. The
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Thirteenth Edition contains updated insights on the highly technical subject, providing
students with the most current information in circuit analysis. With updated software
components and challenging review questions at the end of each chapter, this text
engages students in a profound understanding of Circuit Analysis.

Designed as a text for the undergraduate students of all branches of engineering,
this compendium gives an opportunity to learn and apply the popular drafting
software AutoCAD in designing projects. The textbook is organized in three
comprehensive parts. Part I (AutoCAD) deals with the basic commands of
AutoCAD, a popular drafting software used by engineers and architects. Part II
(Projection Techniques) contains various projection techniques used in
engineering for technical drawings. These techniques have been explained with a
number of line diagrams to make them simple to the students. Part III
(Descriptive Geometry), mainly deals with 3-D objects that require imagination.
The accompanying CD contains the animations using creative multimedia and
PowerPoint presentations for all chapters. In a nutshell, this textbook will help
students maintain their cutting edge in the professional job market. KEY
FEATURES : Explains fundamentals of imagination skill in generic and basic
forms to crystallize concepts. Includes chapters on aspects of technical drawing
and AutoCAD as a tool. Treats problems in the third angle as well as first angle
methods of projection in line with the revised code of Indian Standard Code of
Practice for General Drawing.
This second edition, extensively revised and updated, continues to offer sound,
practically-oriented, modularized coverage of the full spectrum of fundamental
topics in each of the several major areas of electrical and electronics
engineering. Circuit Theory Electrical Measurements and Measuring Instruments
Electric Machines Electric Power Systems Control Systems Signals and Systems
Analog and Digital Electronicsincluding introduction to microcomputers The book
conforms to the syllabi of Basic Electrical and Electronic Sciences prescribed for
the first-year engineering students. It is also an ideal text for students pursuing
diploma programmes in Electrical Engineering. Written in a straightforward style
with a strong emphasis on primary principles, the main objective of the book is to
bring an understanding of the subject within the reach of all engineering students.
What is New to This Edition : Fundamentals of Control Systems (Chapter 24)
Fundamentals of Signals and Systems (Chapter 25) Introduction to
Microcomputers (Chapter 32) Substantial revisions to chapters on Transformer,
Semiconductor Diodes and Transistors, and Field Effect Transistors Laplace
Transform (Appendix B) Applications of Laplace Transform (Appendix C) PSpice
(Appendix E) key Features : Numerous solved examples for sound conceptual
understanding End-of-chapter review questions and numerical problems for
rigorous practice by students Answers to all end-of-chapter numerical problems
An objective type Questions Bank with answers to hone the technical skills of
students for viva voce and preparation for competitive examinations.
Fundamentals of Electronic Engineering fulfills the requirements of a textbook on
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basic electronic engineering, a core course for undergraduate engineering
students of all branches. The book deals with fundamental concepts and
principles of the subject. Concepts and theories are properly explained and
illustrated with examples in this book. Three complete chapters deal with the
digital systems including microprocessors, microcomputers, minicomputers, and
microcontrollers. The book includes a chapter on analogue, digital, and optical
communication systems.
A "student-friendly" introduction to the basics of electric circuit analysis, this
sophomore-level text covers traditional material, as well as such modern topics
as op-amps and the use of digital computers for circuit analysis. The presentation
is very lucid and thorough with clearer and more complete explanations of
Kirchoff's laws, and nodal analysis than in comparable texts. Bobrow also places
greater emphasis on signals and waveforms. This text features evaluation of
initial conditions, phasor diagrams, and coverage of SPICE.
For the first course in electrical engineering, this text is more than just a survey of
the basics of electrical engineering. Even at this introductory level, Bobrow
covers most of the material in sufficient detail for students to gain a good
understanding of the fundamental principles on which modern electrical
engineering is based. The text is partitioned into four parts: circuits, electronics,
digital systems, and electromechanics. The circuits portion includes the
traditional circuits topics, such as Ohm's law, Kirchhoff's laws, resistive analysis
techniques, various circuit theorems and principles, time-domain and frequencydomain analysis procedures, power, three-phase circuits, resonance, frequency
response, and elementary system concepts. The electronics portion deals with
both theory and applications of the major semiconductor devices: diodes and
transistors in both discrete and integrated-circuit (IC) form. In the digital systems
portion, basic digital logic elements and logic design in both discrete and IC
forms are covered. Sequential, as well as combinational logic, is covered. The
electromechanics portion covers topics such as magnetic circuits, magnetic
induction, and transformers on an elementary level. Each chapter ends with a
problem set, with selected answers available at the back of the book.
Attuned to the needs of undergraduate students of engineering in their first year,
Basic Electrical Engineering enables them to build a strong foundation in the
subject. A large number of real-world examples illustrate the applications of
complex theories. The book comprehensively covers all the areas taught in a onesemester course and serves as an ideal study material on the subject.
Rizzoni's Fundamentals of Electrical Engineering provides a solid overview of the
electrical engineering discipline that is especially geared toward the many nonelectrical engineering students who take this course. The book was developed to
fit the growing trend of the Intro to EE course morphing into a briefer, less
comprehensive course. The hallmark feature of this text is its liberal use of
practical applications to illustrate important principles. The applications come
from every field of engineering and feature exciting technologies. The appeal to
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non-engineering students are the special features such as Focus on
Measurement sections, Focus on Methodology sections, and Make the
Connections sidebars.
This handbook has been designed for the aspirants of IES, GATE, PSUs and other
competitive examinations. This specialized book for Electrical Engineering has been
divided into 14 units each containing detailed theoretical content. Key terms in each unit
have been given with their definitions. Every topic is taken up separately along with Key
Points and notes. All the formulae used have been well illustrated and diagrams have
been given for theoretical analysis. This book covers almost 100% syllabus of Electrical
Engineering making it the only book for multipurpose quick revision and ensuring
success in IES, GATE, PSUs and other competitive examinations. Appendix has been
given at the end of the book.
Currently, the installed capacity of power generation in India is 104,917 MW and by
2012 another 100,000 MW will be added. With this addition, the requirement of power
and distribution transformers will grow enormously, as will the emphasis on quality and
performance. The design of a transformer is critical to its quality as are men, machines
and materials.This book is a hands-on guide covering design, process control of
manufacturing technique, installation, erection, commissioning and maintenance of
distribution transformers. It also covers failure analysis and remedial measures for
increasing the longevity of transformers.Apart from explaining the design aspect of
transformers, the book lists the requirements of ISO 9000 in the process of
manufacturing technique up to the final stages of product testing, inspection and
despatch.
This comprehensive revision of a popular text helps non-electrical engineering
majors--the future users, rather than the designers of electrical devices, systems, and
machines--gain a conceptual understanding of electrical engineering. Early coverage of
systems and an emphasis on an IC (integrated circuits) "building block" approach
motivates non-majors. The text features integration of analog and digital technology
with cutting-edge coverage of op-amps, feedback and analog systems. A section on
SPICE, the leading computer-aided circuit analysis software, introduces students to
computerized analysis of circuits. Chapter-end Applications capture student interest by
relating material to contemporary topics such as automobile suspension systems, highfidelity audio, and hand-held computers.
This comprehensive introduction to basic manufacturing processes is ideal for both
degree and diploma courses in engineering. With several pedagogical features, the text
makes the topics understandable and appealing for students. The book first introduces
the concepts of engineering materials and their properties, measurement and quality in
manufacturing and allied activities before dwelling upon the details of different
manufacturing processes such as machining, casting, metal forming, powder metallurgy
and joining. To keep pace with the latest advancements in technology, use of nonconventional resources, applications of computers, and use of robots in manufacturing
are also discussed in considerable detail. The text also provides a thorough treatment
of topics on economy and management of production.
Fundamentals of Modern Manufacturing is a balanced and qualitative examination of
the materials, methods, and procedures of both traditional and recently-developed
manufacturing principles and practices. This comprehensive textbook explores a broad
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range of essential points of learning, from long-established manufacturing processes
and materials to contemporary electronics manufacturing technologies. An emphasis on
the use of mathematical models and equations in manufacturing science presents
readers with quantitative coverage of key topics, while plentiful tables, graphs,
illustrations, and practice problems strengthen student comprehension and retention.
Now in its seventh edition, this leading textbook provides junior or senior-level
engineering students in manufacturing courses with an inclusive and up-to-date
treatment of the basic building blocks of modern manufacturing science. Coverage of
core subject areas helps students understand the physical and mechanical properties
of numerous manufacturing materials, the fundamentals of common manufacturing
processes, the economic and quality control issues surrounding various processes, and
recently developed and emerging manufacturing technologies. Thorough investigation
of topics such as metal-casting and welding, material shaping processes, machining
and cutting technology, and manufacturing systems and support helps students gain
solid foundational knowledge of modern manufacturing.
The technical systems we develop today are complicated. The challenges vehicle
manufacturers are facinginvolve a combination of the fields of electronics, mechanics,
control engineering, telecommunications, computer engineering, and software
programming in order to realise the required functionality. This multi-disciplinary field of
engineering is called mechatronics, and one of the key disciplines in this field is
electronic engineering. Consequently, knowledge of the basic laws and principles of
electronic engineering is mandatory for anyone who wants to work in the field of
mechatronics. This book therefore explains the fundamentals of electrical engineering
with an emphasis on mechatronic systems. Starting with basic laws, the main focus is
on circuit analysis, including DC and AC circuits, transient effects, filters and oscillating
circuits. Basic circuit elements are introduced as well as more complex semiconductor
devices like operational amplifiers, biopolar junction transistors and MOSFET fieldeffect transistors. Finally, a short introduction to the important field of circuit simulation
completes the book. The latest vehicles are classic examples of mechatronic systems.
Automotive applications are therefore used throughout the book as examples to
demonstrate the application of the discussed topics in a mechatronic environment.
The M.I.T. Introductory Physics Series is the result of a program of careful study,
planning, and development that began in 1960. The Education Research Center at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (formerly the Science Teaching Center) was
established to study the process of instruction, aids thereto, and the learning process
itself, with special reference to science teaching at the university level. Generous
support from a number of foundations provided the means for assembling and
maintaining an experienced staff to co-operate with members of the Institute's Physics
Department in the examination, improvement, and development of physics curriculum
materials for students planning careers in the sciences. After careful analysis of
objectives and the problems involved, preliminary versions of textbooks were prepared,
tested through classroom use at M.I.T. and other institutions, re-evaluated, rewritten,
and tried again. Only then were the final manuscripts undertaken.

Building on the tradition of its classic first edition, the long-awaited second edition
of Elements of Power Electronics provides comprehensive coverage of the
subject at a level suitable for undergraduate engineering students, students in
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advanced degree programs, and novices in the field. It establishes a fundamental
engineering basis for power electronics analysis, design, and implementation,
offering broad and in-depth coverage of basic material.Streamlined throughout to
reflect new innovations in technology, the second edition also features updates
on renewable and alternative energy.Elements of Power Electronics features a
unifying framework that includes the physical implications of circuit laws,
switching circuit analysis, and the basis for converter operation and control. It
discusses dc-dc, ac-dc, dc-ac, and ac-ac conversion tasks and principles of
resonant converters and discontinuous converters. The text also addresses
magnetic device design, thermal management and drivers for power
semiconductors, control system aspects of converters, and both small-signaland
geometric controls. Models for real devices and components-including
capacitors, inductors, wire connections, and power semiconductors-are
developed in depth, while newly expanded examples show students how to use
tools like Mathcad, Matlab, and Mathematica to aid in the analysis and design of
conversion circuits.Features:*More than 160 examples and 350 chapter problems
support the presented concepts*An extensive Companion Website includes
additional problems, laboratory materials, selected solutions for students,
computer-based examples, and analysis tools for Mathcad, Matlab, and
Mathematica
This book is also available through the Introductory Engineering Custom
Publishing System. If you are interested in creating a course-pack that includes
chapters from this book, you can get further information by calling 212-850-6272
or sending email inquiries to engineerjwiley.com. The authors offer a set of
objectives at the beginning of each chapter plus a clear, concise description of
abstract concepts. Focusing on preparing students to solve practical problems, it
includes numerous colorful illustrative examples. Along with updated material on
MOSFETS, the CRO for use in lab work, a thorough treatment of digital
electronics and rapidly developing areas of electronics, it contains an expansive
glossary of new terms and ideas.
With the proliferation of complex semiconductor devices containing digital,
analog, mixed-signal and radio-frequency circuits, the economics of test has
come to the forefront and today's engineer needs to be fluent in all four circuit
types. Having access to a book that covers these topics will help the evolving test
engineer immensely and will be an invaluable resource. In addition, the second
edition includes lengthy discussion on RF circuits, high-speed I/Os and
probabilistic reasoning. Appropriate for the junior/senior university level, this
textbook includes hundreds of examples, exercises and problems.
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